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P R O U D L Y

USA
M A D E  I N

Choose Made in USA to support local quality, safety, and sustainability,

benefiting our communities while reducing transportation risks, lead times,

and carbon footprint. By opting for American-made products, you support

domestic manufacturing jobs, attract consumers and ensure guaranteed

product safety, exceptional craftsmanship and superior traceability.
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MESSAGE
FROM OUR FAMILY
At Captiva Containers, we are proudly a family-owned company, where
we specialize in providing exceptional and customized packaging
solutions that fit your needs perfectly. From custom designs and
standout printing options to eco-friendly alternatives, we are your
partner at every step of the process. Our state-of-the-art facilities focus
on plastic bottle manufacturing, meeting the highest standards of
quality and efficient production. 

Thank you for trusting us to be a part of your brand.

•  L e o n  •  D e n i s e  •  F r e d  •  D a n i e l a  •  A l a n  •





Food Protection &
Defense Institute 

QUALITY
ASSURANCE
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GMP Certified

Food Grade Safe

Full Traceability

Captiva manufactures food-contact safe products with FDA-

approved raw materials. We operate in a clean, controlled

environment on state-of-the-art equipment using only sterile oil-

free high-pressure air with quality control procedures along all

of our production lines. Proudly named Manufacturer of the Year

2022 by South Florida Manufacturers Association (SFMA).
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CUSTOM BOTTLE
DEVELOPMENT

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING UNIQUE?

Bring us your
CONCEPT,

challenge us to
INNOVATE
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STEP 1: DESIGN & ENGINEERING

STEP 2: DEVELOPMENT & PROTOTYPING

STEP 3: TOOLING PRODUCTION & VALIDATION

Before commencing the initial product
run, Captiva ensures comprehensive
approval of 3D renderings and
prototypes. W e conduct a meticulous
review of all design elements, including
curves and embossments, to ensure
precise dimensional compatibility.

Collaborate with Captiva's innovation
team to share your concept ideas and
turn your sketches and requirements
into fully realized industrial designs. 

Captiva transforms your product
concept into a shelf-ready reality with
remarkable speed – often achieving a
production run in as little as 6 weeks!
Tooling costs are determined by the
complexity of your design and mold
requirements.
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DIGITAL PRINTING

Experience the freedom of unlimited color printing on square or milkman-

shaped bottles. Simply provide your artwork in Illustrator format, and our in-

house design team will seamlessly adapt your artwork to precisely fit the

printing area of your selected bottles.

W hat's more, with this cutting-edge printing service, 

there's no need for labels!

Printing is done directly on the surface of the bottles. Plus, our quick

turnaround time means that your printed order can be ready in as little as

one week. Choose our unlimited color printing service for a sleek,

professional look that will make your products stand out.
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SEND US
YOUR LABELS

WE DO THE REST

Streamline & simplify your operation!
We are the ultimate one-stop-shop! Say goodbye to the hassle of hand-
applying your labels because we've got you covered.

Our labeling service is compatible with all our product sizes and
shapes, from 1 oz to 32 oz.

Our production capabilities bring your product to life with ease. At
Captiva, we understand that quality labeling is essential, which is why we
carry a list of local and recommended label suppliers. With our
comprehensive labeling service, your products will be professionally
labeled and ready to hit the shelves in no time.



(RECYCLED PET PLASTIC)
rPET

Using rPET REDUCES GREEN HOUSE GAS

emissions by 71% when compared to using

Virgin PET.

Recycling 1 ton of PET saves 1.5 TONS OF

CO2 Emissions. That is the same amount of

 CO2 released by the average car driving for 

2.5 days non-stop.

Did you
know?

1

Embark on a sustainable journey with Captiva, where innovation meets 

responsibility! Our cutting-edge program is transforming the landscape of 

bottle production by introducing rPET content—recycled PET plastic. While

 rPET poses unique challenges, such as reduced transparency and increased 

processing complexity, we at Captiva thrive on challenges. We're not just 

creating bottles; we're crafting a sustainable future. These bottles, born from 

partially reclaimed recycled plastic, boast an enhanced carbon footprint, 

aligning with our commitment to fostering a circular economy. Join us in the 

pursuit of a greener, more sustainable tomorrow!



TH

IS NEW BOTTLE
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IS M
ADE OF OLD BOTTL

ES

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE

RPET
(RECYCLED PET)

Improve your carbon footprint, reduce fossil fuel consumption and
support advancing towards a circular economy where all plastics can be
collected, reprocessed and reused. The circular economy is the ultimate
vision for long-term sustainability: with rPet we can help make this a
reality giving recycled PET an added value.

TH

IS NEW BOTTLE
1



S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
IMPROVE YOUR

WITH OUR

Captiva’s
EcoClear

additive bottles
biodegrade

30%
faster 
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SUSTAINABILITY
ECO-FRIENDLY

PET is a highly recyclable material that can be transformed into
thousands of useful products. Despite the push for a circular economy,
over 90% of plastic waste in the US still ends up in modern landfills.

Captiva has developed a highly responsible solution - the EcoClear
additive. This additive has been extensively tested to ASTM standards and
has been proven to biodegrade in landfill environments. PET plastic with
the EcoClear additive decomposes thirty times faster than the same
material without the additive, making it an essential component of
responsible waste management.

The EcoClear additive seamlessly integrates with today's disposal
infrastructure and converts into methane gas that is harvested in landfills,
resulting in a net-positive for clean energy production. This breakthrough
technology represents a significant advance in responsible waste
management and allows Captiva to offer our customers an
environmentally friendly option without compromising recyclability.



DARK GREEN
(DBJ/DS)

PINK
(DBJ)

NATURAL
(DBJ/DS)

W HITE
(DBJ/DS)

BLACK
(DBJ/DS)

ROYAL BLUE
(DBJ/DS)

LIME GREEN
(DBJ/DS)

YELLOW
(DBJ)

ORANGE
(DBJ/DS)

RED
(DBJ/DS)

LAVENDER
(DBJ)
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TAMPER
CLOSURES

EVIDENT

SHOT CLOSURES

With a wide range of neck finishes and cap colors to choose from, you can
customize your bottles to create a unique and eye-catching look for your
product. Let us help you find the perfect combination! 

(PCO) (PCO) (PCO)



At Captiva we pride ourselves on providing a comprehensive selection of

PET bottles and containers. Ranging from just a few ounces up to a half

gallon, and a variety of shapes including bullet round, square, milkman,

and more. If you're looking for a particular size or shape that isn't listed in

our catalog, don't hesitate to contact us. We also offer custom design

services to help you create the perfect bottle or container for your

specific needs.

FINDING THE
RIGHT BOTTLE

BULLET
MILKMAN

SQUARE CUSTOM

SHOTS

12
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CAPACITY
(oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 33.8 38mm DBJ N/A 1,656 JBRCC-33.8 oz-38(DBJ)

2 16 38mm DBJ 372 3,720 JBRCC-16oz-38(DBJ)/70

3 12 38mm DBJ 420 4,200 JBRCC-12oz-38(DBJ)

4 8 38mm DBJ 723 6,748 JBRCC-8oz-38(DBJ)

5 4 38mm DBJ 650 7,800 JBRCC-4oz-38(DBJ)

6 2.5 38mm DBJ 900 10,800 JBRCC-2.5oz-38(DBJ)/13g

7 1.75 38mm DBJ 900 10,800 JTRCC-1.75oz-38(DBJ)

BULLET DBJ
BOTTLES

13

Bullet round DBJ finish bottles are perfect for wrap-around labels. These

bottles have a compatible neck finish with many readily available colorful

closures, and are easy to cap. Ideal for ambient or cold fill juices, water,

and more.
3

7
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BULLET DOUBLE
SEAL BOTTLES
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Bullet round double seal bottles are a versatile and functional packaging

option for a variety of products. These bottles offer a secure closure that

can withstand high-pressure processing (HPP). They are well-suited for

beverages and other liquids.

CAPACITY
(oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 33.8 38mm DS1.5 N/A 1,656 JBRCC-33.8 oz-38(DS1.5)

2 28 38mm DS1.5 N/A 2,034 JBRCC-28oz-38(DS1.5)

3 16 38mm DS1.5 342 3,420 JBRCC-16 oz-38(DS1.5)

4 12 38mm DS1.5 420 5,040 JBRCC-12oz-38(DS1.5)/PF

5 10 38mm DS1.5 482 5,302 JBRCC-10oz-38(DS1.5)

6 8 38mm DS1.5 482 6,266 JBRCC-8oz-38(DS1.5)
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MILKMAN
DBJ BOTTLES
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CAPACITY
(oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1

2

59 38mm DBJ N/A 924 JMSCC-59oz-38(DBJ)/Grip

3

52 38 mm DBJ N/A 1,056 JMSCC-52oz-38(DBJ)

4

32 38mm DBJ 208 1,664 JMSCC-32oz-38(DBJ)/T

5

32 38mm DBJ 154 1,540 JMSCC-32oz-38(DBJ)/45g

6

16 38mm DBJ 320 3,520 JMSCC-16oz-38 (DBJ)

7

12 38mm DBJ 320 3,520 JMSCC-12oz-38 (DBJ)

8

10 38mm DBJ 456 5,472 JMSCC-10oz-38(DBJ)/T

8 38mm DBJ 480 5,760 JMSCC-8oz (DBJ)

2

Looking for a unique and eye-catching packaging option? Consider our

milkman shaped bottles! With their distinctive shape and classic appeal,

milkman bottles are perfect for a wide range of products, including dairy

products, beverages, and more. Whether you're looking to create a retro

feel or a modern twist, milkman bottles offer a versatile and stylish

packaging solution.

8
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MILKMAN
DOUBL

BOTTLES
E SEAL
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With their unique and distinctive shape, 

offer an excellent branding opportunity that is sure to catch the eye of

your customers. The double seal closure provides added security for your

product, making them particularly well-suited for liquids such as milk,

juice, and other beverages. Choose double seal milkman bottles for a

high-quality and functional packaging solution. 

CAPACITY
(oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 16 38mm DS1.5 320 3,520 JMSCC-16oz-38(DS1.5)/T

2 12 38mm DS1.5 340 4,080 JMSCC-12oz-38(DS1.5)/T

3 12 38mm DS1.5 396 4,752 JMSCC-12oz-38(DS1.5)/T2-PF

4 8 38mm DS1.5 572 6,864 JMSCC-8oz-38(DS1.5)/T

milkman double seal bottles
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Square bottles with both neck finishes DBJ and double seal are a classic

and timeless packaging option for a variety of products. With their sleek

and modern design, these bottles provide added security for your product, 

making them particularly well-suited for liquids. 

CAPACITY
(oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 32 38mm DBJ 104 1,872 JCSCC-32oz-38(DBJ)

2 16 38mm DS1.5 320 3,520 JCSCC-16oz-38(DS1.5)/PF

3 16 38mm DBJ 320 3,520 JCSCC-16oz-38(DBJ)/70

4 12 38mm DBJ 456 5,016 JCSCC-12oz-38(DBJ)/70

5 10 38mm DBJ 480 5,760 JCSCC-10oz-38(DBJ)

6 8 38mm DBJ 320 3,840 JCSCC-8oz-38(DBJ)

SQUARE DBJ &
DOUBLE SEAL

BOTTLES
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CAPACITY (oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 3 24mm (410) 650 7,800 JBRCC-3oz-24(410)

2 2 28mm (1881) 1,344 16,128 JTRCC-2oz-28(1881)/P

3 2 28mm (1881) 1,485 17,820 JTRCC-2oz-28(1881)/T

4 2 24mm (410) 1,120 13,440 JORCC-2oz-24(410)

5 2 28mm (1881) 1,100 13,200 JCSCC-2oz-28(1881)

6 1 20mm (410) 990 11,880 JORCC-1oz-20(410)

SHOT BOTTLES

2

3

4
5

6

Shot bottles ranging from 1oz to 3oz are an excellent packaging solution

for a variety of products. With their small and compact size, they offer a

convenient and portable option for products such as spirits, flavored oils,

concentrated juices and more. Our shot bottles are made from high

quality PET material to ensure the integrity of your product. Choose shot

bottles for a functional and stylish packaging solution that is perfect for

on-the-go products.

1
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Our pill packer bottles feature a wide mouth for effortless filling and

dispensing, they are lightweight, shatter-resistant, and we offer a choice

of two neck finishes, 38/400 and 45/400, for your convenience.

CAPACITY (oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 100cc 38mm 400 600 7,200 PPRCC-100cc-38(400)

2 150cc 38mm 400 500 6,000 PPRCC-150cc-38(400)

3 200cc 38mm 400 350 4,200 PPRCC-200cc-38(400)

4 225cc  45mm 400 320 3,840 PPRCC-225cc-45(400)

5 250cc 45mm 400 290 3,480 PPRCC-250cc-45(400)

PILL PACKER
BOTTLES
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CAPACITY
(oz) NECK FINISH CASE Qty PALLET Qty ITEM CODE

1 60 110mm 400 N/A 532 AERCC-60oz-110(400)

2 52 38mm DBJ N/A 972 JASCC-52oz-38(DS1.5)/SDE

3 12 38mm 400 145 4,060 JORAD-12oz-38(400)

4 16 38mm 400 145 3,190 JORAD-16oz-38(400)

5 8 24 mm 410 N/A 6,552 JBRCC-8OZ-24(410)

In addition to our standard stock item neck finishes, we offer a selection

of specialized options to cater to various applications. Our wide-mouth

110mm 400 finish is perfect for food products like olives and grains, while

our Boston round 38/400 finish, an industry standard, comes in multiple

sizes and offers compatibility with a wide range of closures, providing

versatile solutions for your packaging needs.

ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS
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REFERENCE IMAGE

COLOR
CUSTOMIZATION

Discover the endless possibilities of customizing our products in a

spectrum of vibrant colors. While we offer a range of color additives,

including the options listed below, we also provide a precise color

matching service to bring your specific vision to life. Please note that

minimum order quantity requirements apply, and these are not standard

stock items. However, we are more than willing to accommodate your

unique color preferences. 

Available color additives: 

Amber  White  Black Silver  Blue
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CAPTIVACO.COM

Order conveniently online

at www.captivaco.com

Rest assured your order will

be carefully reviewed by our

team before shipping. 

HOW TO ORDER

SAME DAY
SHIPPING

Enjoy same-day shipping

for stock bottles when

you submit your order by

12:00 pm ET.

BY EMAIL

To place your order,

simply email us at

 and our team will promptly

contact you to gather any

required information.

customercare@ captivaco.com



74 NW 176th St, Miami, FL 33169

w w w . c a p t i v a c o . c o m

+1 800 861 3868

customercare@captivaco.com

@captivaco

Elevate your
packaging with our
exceptional products,
each meticulously
designed to inspire
and delight. CONTACT US


